SIMEM’s 2013 JED

Join us for the 4th edition of the Doctoral School Days (JED)
jedsimem2013.sciencesconf.org

24 - 25 June 2013
Café Mancel (Caen Castle)

These days are organized by Ph.D. Students and are specially thought for Ph.D. Students of our doctoral school. What will be happening:

1. Student talks and posters
2. Invited Speakers plenary conferences
   - Raphaël Haumont
     (Orsay - France, Chemistry and Molecular Cooking)
   - Stéphane Perries
     (Lyon - France, Particle Physics, Higgs Boson)
   - Patrick Bours
     (Gjøvik - Norway, Biometric)
3. « Relais d’Sciences »
   and « Club Agile » presentations
4. Prizes and Awards